Connected Platform
for Thermal Detection
A simpler way to prioritize both health and
privacy on the path to a smarter,
safer organization

Getting back to business

Benefits
•

strategy for the safe return to work.

Today, organizations of every size and industry face a common challenge —
enabling a faster, safer return to the workplace.

•

Technologies such as contactless thermal imaging cameras can help you build
a proactive, noninvasive strategy that instills confidence without compromising
employee or customer privacy.

•

Insight Connected Platform™ makes it easy to deploy, manage and scale these
and other intelligent solutions through one, simple application, serving as the
foundation for a comprehensive detection and prevention strategy.

Detect elevated temperatures in
individuals or groups.
Initiate customizable alert and
response workflows.

•

Manage data to gain new insights
and drive decision-making.

•

Leverage historical data to
improve confidence among

Our solution
Insight’s flexible, scalable Internet of Things (IoT) solution provides a framework for
managing all your smart devices, sensors and systems in one place. A user-friendly
app makes it easy to integrate thermal devices, receive alerts, track trends and gain
new insights across your business — transforming your data into a powerful,
real-time decision-making tool.

Build a quick, cost-effective

consumers.

Related solutions
•

The Daily Q

•

Contact Tracing

Our partners

Connect with us.
To receive a quote and learn

1.800.INSIGHT | insight.com

how to get started, contact us at
ConnectedSolutions@insight.com.

How it works

Best-in-class thermal
cameras from Bolide and
Tidel are easy to install at
designated entry points and
integrate seamlessly with
the Connected Platform
app. Depending on the model
selected, these devices provide
quick, accurate scans of
individuals or groups of up to
45 people at once.

If an elevated human
temperature is detected,
automated alerts are
securely routed through
Connected Platform to
authorized users.
Role-based access, permissions
and workflows can be
customized based on your
unique company policies.

Authorized users promptly
receive a notification or
email enabling them to
initiate proactive next
steps while meeting your
organization’s compliance
requirements.

This data can then be used to
provide an aggregated view of
trends over time, providing
the historical insights to drive
decision-making and build
confidence among employees
and guests.

Award-winning capabilities
2020 Microsoft® U.S. Partner of the Year Award
2020 Microsoft Worldwide Customer Experience Partner of the Year
2020 Intel Innovation Partner of the Year
2019 Microsoft U.S. Partner Award for Intelligent Cloud – Application Innovation
2019 Microsoft U.S. Azure® Team Partner Choice Award – Data & AI
2019 Intel IoT Solutions Partner of the Year
2018 Microsoft U.S. Partner Award for Data & AI – Internet of Things
2018 Microsoft U.S. Partner for Apps & Infrastructure – DevOps + Open Source Apps.

About Insight
As a Super Solution Integrator (SSI), Insight provides the end-to-end capabilities and extensive partnerships required to tackle these
initiatives at scale — all under one roof. Leveraging our expertise across Digital Innovation, Cloud + Data Center Transformation, Connected
Workforce and Supply Chain Optimization, we provide a uniquely streamlined, holistic approach to IT transformation that eliminates siloes
and accelerates time to value.
From strategy and design, to procurement, deployment, integration, management and more, we bring people and technologies together to
deliver comprehensive solutions that drive stronger business outcomes.
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